State and Revolution

Historical Context
• 1916: Lenin began writing “Marxism on the State” in exile in
Switzerland
• February Revolution: March 8th-16th 1917
• August 1917: First edition of State and Revolution Published
• October Revolution: November 7th-8th 1917
• December 30th, 1918: Second Edition Published
• Only added one paragraph in chapter II

What is the State?

Definitions
• Historical materialism: The Marxist method of historical
analysis which believes that the material conditions are what
drive history, not ideas or the actions of a few “great men.”
• Hegelian dialectics: Contradiction between two ideas (thesis
and antithesis) which will result in the a synthesis for which the
conflict is resolved.
• Dialectical materialism: The same concept applied to material
conditions and the classes they give rise to. Class struggle is the
contradiction which only a synthesis can resolve.
• In the communist view that synthesis is the abolition of class society

Clarifying the Marxist Position
• Lenin laments the distortions and sanitization of Marx’s revolutionary theory and aims to
clarify Marx and Engels position by citing them heavily

• Using a historical materialist analysis Engels explains role of the state as a product of
irreconcilable class antagonism. Therefore the existence of a state proves that class
antagonisms are irreconcilable.
• The state is an organ for class rule, it is used by one class to oppress another.

Further Distinguishing Features
• The state first divide people based on territory
• This differentiated itself from older divisions based on tribes or
generations.

• Public Power:
• “Special bodies of armed men”
• This is why cops and troops are class traitors
• Fascist gangs as working for the state

• Lenin: Every revolution starts by destroying this state apparatus, and
the ruling class trying to restore it shows the true nature of these
institutions.
• The size and strength of public power grows as both class antagonisms
and the size of rival states grow.
• ”Rivalry in conquest”

Democracy and the state
• Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie: Capitalist states
• US “two party” system
• Can’t vote on capitalism

• Lenin: “A democratic republic is the best possible political shell
for capitalism”
• Lie of universal suffrage

• Overcoming Democracy
• Democracy: “Subordination of the minority to the majority”
• Under communism: Democracy, like the state, will no longer need to
exist.

Opportunists Distortions/ “Kautskyism”
• “All the social chauvinist are now Marxist (don’t laugh)” –Ch. 1
• Ex. Bernie, AOC calling themselves “socialists”

• Georgi Plekhanov and Karl Kautsky
• Obfuscate the question of revolution and side with reformism

• Liberal/ Social Democrat view of the state: The capitalist state
should mediate class conflict, this is impossible.
• This obfuscates the true nature of the state. The state cannot be a
“neutral” third party between workers and the ruling class. Any of the
gains from these liberal reforms can and will be rolled back and
progressive movements crushed.
• Ex. New Deal to Neoliberalism

The Paris Commune
• Context: During Franco-Prussian War in 1871 Paris was under
the control of radical socialist and began to exercise worker
power
• First example of a successful proletarian revolution and state
• Proudhonist, Not Marxist in ideology
• Marx supported them anyways, despite originally feeling that the French
working class was not ready to take power.

• Brutally crushed by the French Army

Dictatorship of the Proletariat
• After we smash the bourgeoisie state what will replace it?
• “The working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-made state
machinery and wield it for its own purposes”-Marx
• Takes many forms and is a refection of the conditions from which it
emerges
• Ex. USSR, Cuba, China

• Long process of experimentation
• The Paris Commune or the Soviet Union were not perfect, but much like the early
stages of capitalism emerging from feudalism they were part of a larger process of
this historical transition away from capitalism.
• Marxism (historical materialism) cannot dismiss the successes nor the failures of
these proletarian movements and instead like any science must learn from the
history we have been given.

• After a revolution class struggle intensifies
• Ex. Russian Civil War, Kulak sabotage

“Withering away” of the state

• Destruction of the state cannot happen without getting rid of class society,
the reason for its existence, first.
• Proletarian control must be universalized globally and all capitalist
elements crushed.
• “Withering away” will not happen without revolution.
• The Bourgeois state must be abolished and it is the proletarian state or
“semi state” is what will “wither away”

Discussion Questions
• How should this view of the state inform our organizing?
• What is the best path towards establishing a dictatorship of the
proletariat in the US and how does the American Empire and
the settler colonial character of the US state complicate that
task?
• How do other (anarchists?) views of the state contrast with the
Marxist view and why do you find one more appealing than
another?
• How should climate change impact our approach to these
questions?
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